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Abstract 
Can the theatre be an educational tool? Can the theatre be seen as a fundamental learning tool, as well as a cultural resistance one?  Can we talk 
about cultural diversity and multilinguism interpreting the theatrical phenomenon? The present paper aims to positively answer these questions, 
shedding a different type of light on the Theatre of the Absurd in the third millennium, bringing front stage a case study: Samuel Beckett’s 
short play Catastrophe. First written in French in 1982, Catastrophe is a real manifesto of cultural resistance.   The play is dedicated to Vaclav 
Havel, writer, poet, essayist and playwright, who was – at the time – jailed by the Check communist regime. The International Association for 
the Defence of Artists (AIDA) commissioned Beckett to write a play about this aberrant abuse, for the Theatre Festival in Avignon.  Catastrophe
can be seen as an allegory depicting totalitarianism and the constant struggle against it, a true lesson of liberty and class solidarity. The European 
spirit and identity are developed through cultural and intellectual opening towards esthetical values of this identity areal. The way in which we 
build this spirit and this identity within the new generation, teaching modern languages for special and academic purposes, must be filled with 
creativity and wit.  Citizens of a cosmopolitan world, more and more complex each day, bombarded with all kinds of messages and 
manipulations, these youngsters pertaining to the virtual communication generation are more and more rooted in a reality which they build 
studying, questioning, digesting information, searching and thinking with no boundaries to their thoughts, looking for a world that doesn’t hold 
high  - in clear conscience - uprooted values.   
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INTRODUCTION  
One can talk about (cultural) resistance in many ways, interpreting in a positive or a negative manner this 
phenomenon. One can resist culturally to imminent social changes or can oppose an ongoing cultural revolution, 
simply resisting the shift related to the new upcoming cultural stream. Resistance could be also associated with 
obstinate and excessive rooting into a tradition of a past to which one feels closely related to, spiritually or 
emotionally, while the new cultural wave doesn’t mean much to anyone questioning its value. Indisputably, on the 
other hand, one can talk about cultural resistance while describing a new horizon of spirituality, sensitivity or 
change, perceivable to only a few, to an elite. Through their resistance, they are renewing the numbness in which 
norms are dwelling and through their creations they are uprooting previous patterns of thought. Opening new 
channels of communication and understanding of art, this culturally resisting minority opens perspectives of 
interpretation unknown beforehand, erasing limits and conventions. Out of this smouldering conflict, multiple 
borderline situations arise, where silences and words are drawing borders and setting renewable limits.  
Using both stage expression modalities, Samuel Beckett sets into the spotlight of the Avignon Theatre Festival, a 
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play entitled Catastrophe. Written at the special request of AIDA*, the play is dedicated to the Check writer, poet, 
essayist and playwright Vaclav Havel (1936 -2011), important statesman, politician and reformer, who was thrown 
in jail by the leftist regime after being accused of “offensive (cultural) resistance”, while opposing the “socialist 
ideals” of the Check Republic of the time, guilty of signing along with other important public figures Chart 77, a 
public cultural manifesto, considered to be “subversive” and illegal. In these very difficult and tragic circumstances, 
the Association asked Samuel Beckett to write a play, for the 1982 International Theatre Festival in Avignon. This 
was the only time such a specific request was honoured by Beckett†. 
Catastrophe is one of the few plays Beckett wrote, charged with political meaning, which was repeatedly acclaimed 
to be one of his most optimistic works. It talks about cultural resistance of artists in the most unusual way, in the one 
and only Beckett style, showing things in their raw aura and pinpointing to dual realities converted in the most 
tangible stage symbols and images. The source of inspiration was a tragic event related to the imprisonment of a 
peer: an artist like Vaclav Havel was culturally resisting and opposing a powerful totalitarian government, a true 
patriot standing for his people’s fight for freedom and liberty, against an oppressive regime that was playing on the 
stage of history a despicable end. 
The type of resistance Havel proved facing this oppressive communist regime has, definitely, numerous and various 
facets. The dimension Samuel Beckett chooses to explore in Catastrophe is not limited though to just its cultural 
aspect. The cultural manifesto, signed by Beckett and presented to the spectators of the Avignon Festival in 1982, 
opens a Pandora’s box; it touches upon profound issues of social conflict and suggests intricate tensions, that were 
actually glooming at the borders of all communist regimes of Europe at that time, brewing a darker and darker 
historical horizon as the 1989 moment was approaching.  
I initially started to use the text of Catastrophe as a teaching device for its lexical variety, targeting Romanian 
students who study English as a second language, when I discovered behind the Beckettian text unsuspected 
educational valences and possibilities. Beside the richness of vocabulary and grammatical structures, the dramatic 
text, apparently laconic, proved to be a trap for translators. Even specialists who worked closely with Beckett at the 
time emphasized their difficulties in translating the plays, when the duality of the meaning of the text needed to be 
reproduced or when the interpretative nuances had to be unfailingly reproduced, for the sake of the message Beckett 
was aiming to get through to its audience. 
I also discovered that later on, facing this impasse, Beckett had to rewrite the play, to preserve intact the message he 
intended to convey to his public. Reading the two versions of the play, the difference one notices between the 
English and French texts is quite remarkable. Although belonging to the same author, they seem to display two 
distinct literary mentalities, as if they were the works of two different artists.  
“The easiness of the first‡ evokes Swift, Sterne and Joyce, while the sombre tone of the other§ reminds us of 
Dostoyevsky, Kafka and the French existentialists.”**  
We arrived to compare in class the two versions of the original texts, plus the excellent translation into Romanian, 
by Mrs. Anca Maniutiu, who shared in the preface of the volume Camil Petrescu Foundation published in 2007, 
some of her thoughts in reference to the difficulties she encountered while working on the Beckettian text: 
“Beckett signs, in fact, two complementary works, which represent false linguistic non identical twins. They shed 
light on each other, but being unable to substitute one another.”†† 
Behind the literary, lexical and semantic interpretations of the texts Samuel Beckett invitingly opens to its audience, 
we are witnessing in Catastrophe a unique educational moment of solidarity and civic attitude. Artists around the 
world gather together as one to stand for a fellow artist in a moment of turmoil and hardship, in a time in which 
social tensions place cultural resistance into a new worldwide perspective. Catastrophe becomes a cultural 
manifesto, loaded with powerful political charge. It becomes a modern educational tool, which speaks to the young 
 
* French acronym for International Association for the Defense of Artists 
† After he was released from prison, in March 1983, Vaclav Havel wrote Mistake, a play dedicated to Samuel Beckett. The premiere of Mistake 
took place in November 1983, in Stockholm. 
‡ The English text 
§ The French text 
** Anca Maniutiu, Author’s translation from Romanian, in original, from the foreword of Beckett. Teatru, Cultural Fundation Camil Petrescu, 
Cheiron Publishing House, Bucharest, 2007 
†† Author’s translation from Romanian, in original 
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generations about the values of true authentic democracy, civic attitude, solidarity among peers, the dangers of mass 
manipulation through the media, about resistance and truth etc.   
The protagonist of Catastrophe is clearly Vaclav Havel, the tacit, inert, immobile, statue-like witness and object of 
the manipulations of a Director and his Assistant, who represent on stage the totalitarian, autocratic regime who 
jailed the Check playwright in the 80’s. The Director and his Assistant analyze, create and shape, judge and 
adjudicate, distort and claim the image of a stage character whose only mission seems to be that of assuring their 
glory. 
The process of stage metamorphosis of the character/victim is assisted also by Luke, the boy in charge with lighting, 
who lights or shades various parts of the protagonist’s face and body when asked by the Director or the Assistant, 
concealing qualities, exacerbating defects, blurring shapes and covering selectively the truth. 
Lights and shadows, truths and lies, uncovered and obscured selectively in media encasement, are destined to 
expose and reveal from a “perfect” angle to the public eye a certain perspective of reality. All these stage devices are 
the tools which, used with skill and adeptness, could distort, contort and manipulate to perfection anything. This 
technical concoction could assure, with the precision of a Swiss watch, the success of any premeditated 
manipulative media show. Consequently, the public becomes an accessory to these actions, the unsuspected witness 
of an apparently inoffensive transformation of a barefoot, immobile, silent character, placed symbolically high, on a 
plinth. The position in which the Protagonist is confined does not permit him to move, nor to speak – a unique 
circumstance suggested by Beckett with great wit, with the intention of underlining the condition in which Havel 
was at the moment the play was presented on stage: he was held in a prison cell, devoid of communication means, 
cut off from any contact with the outside world. The resistance of this character in the face of adversity is 
sublimated to the stern, stout and fearless gaze he shares with the audience while being carried backstage: You 
didn’t win yet, just because you locked me in a prison cell: you might have won a battle, but the war is far from 
being lost! - the protagonist seems to be saying to the spectators while being dragged off-stage. The final scene 
brings an ultimate gesture of defiance of the Protagonist who, during the entire show, looks down or has his face 
covered by the brim of a hat. He finally looks at the audience, stout and dignified, while “applause falters and 
dies‡‡”.  Who knows, this might have been the moment of his Pyrrhic victory.  
Nevertheless, this final gesture of dignity doesn’t take place in the temporal space imagined by the Director, but in 
that of the show proper. The moment is moving and, in the same time, so unexpected and overwhelming, that one 
can only begin to wonder if it did really happen. 
Samuel Beckett declared in 1983, in an interview with Mel Gussow§§ that he never intended his Protagonist in 
Catastrophe to make a final gesture of “appeal. He was more a martyr than a sacrificed victim… the intention was 
to intimidate and to subdue the audience with his stout gaze and his stoicism***”. 
Can the theatre be an educational tool? Can the theatre be seen as a fundamental learning tool, as well as a cultural 
resistance one?  Can we talk about cultural diversity and multilinguism interpreting the theatrical phenomenon? The 
answer is definitely yes. Catastrophe is a very good example: it can be seen as an allegory depicting totalitarianism 
and the constant struggle against it, a true lesson of liberty and class solidarity.  
The European spirit and identity are developed through cultural and intellectual openings towards esthetical values 
of this identity areal. The way in which we build this spirit and this identity within the new generation must be filled 
with creativity and wit.  Citizens of a cosmopolitan world, more and more complex each day, bombarded with all 
kinds of messages and manipulations, these youngsters pertaining to the virtual communication generation are more 
and more rooted in a reality which they build studying, questioning, digesting information, searching and thinking 
with no boundaries to their thoughts, looking for a world that doesn’t hold high - in clear conscience - uprooted 
values.    
 
‡‡ Beckett, S., Trilogy, page 255  
§§ Melvyn (Mel) H. Gussow (1933 – 2005)  American critic and journalist 
***  The New York Times, July 31st, 1983 
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